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1 INTRODUCTION

In the realm of artificial intelligence research, there is a growing interest in exploring environments that extend beyond the traditional "closed-world" assumption [10]. In conventional closed-world settings, agents are pre-equipped with a comprehensive understanding of all relevant concepts pertinent to their tasks. However, as we progress into more dynamic and unpredictable domains, the ability to not only recognize but also to swiftly learn and adeptly adapt to situations that are conceptually novel is becoming critical.

This shift towards "open-world" paradigms has prompted a substantial investment of research efforts [2–5, 8, 9, 12]. These recent works underscore the necessity for AI systems that can operate in environments where new information can emerge and where the agents must evolve their abilities over time. This evolution in AI research demands a paradigmatic shift in how we conceive and develop agents. It compels us to rethink the very fundamentals of knowledge acquisition, concept formation, and adaptability in AI. The ability of an AI system to not only process but also to intuitively grasp and adapt to unforeseen circumstances (i.e., novelities) is paramount to developing AI agents for the real world.

In my dissertation thesis, I am exploring the realm of AI through the lens of open-world learning. The central thesis question of the dissertation explores how AI agents can rapidly learn and adapt in open-world settings while tackling long-horizon, complex tasks. As the research in open-world learning is relatively new, so there needs to be a theoretical understanding of what open-world means with respect to the agent, how we define and characterize novelty, how we evaluate such agents, and most importantly, how we can develop algorithms and sophisticated agent architectures to make robust and useful agents to operate in the real-world environments. In the next sections, I will first provide some background on the concept of open-world and novelty, then briefly describe my existing works. I will then describe the future directions I intend to develop as a part of my dissertation, followed by a conclusion.

2 BACKGROUND

Most AI research considers novelty and open-world scenarios as a form of concept drift, as outlined in various works [8, 13, 15]. We respect the views of the authors; however, in our formulation of open-world and novelty, we diverge from these views. We argue that novelty is neither a property of an object [1] nor a concept drift. Instead, we propose that novelty should be seen as an inherently agent-relative concept. This perspective views novelty as a relationship between the elements in the environment and an agent’s cognitive system. The relativity of novelty is evident when considering that what may be a new object or concept for one agent, such as a Spitzer Space Telescope for a layman who has never encountered it or lacks knowledge about it, may not be novel for another agent, like an astronomer who uses it routinely.

Therefore, in the discussions of novelty within this dissertation, it is essential to understand that we are always considering it from the perspective of an epistemic agent. For this agent, something is considered novel if it is beyond their range of experience and if they cannot form representations of it based on their existing knowledge base [11].
3 EXISTING WORKS

3.1 Testbeds and Evaluation Systems: Novelgridworlds & NovelGym

To build agents that can function in open-world scenarios, it is important to have test beds, evaluation protocols, and evaluation methodologies for standardizing the research in this direction. To address this gap in the literature, we developed an openAI gym environment – Novelgridworlds [6] that was specifically designed to inject novelties in a grid world environment and evaluate agent architectures that can handle novelties. We further enhanced this system to introduce an ecosystem – NovelGym [7], that offered an easy injection of novelties and enhanced the capabilities of the system to implement hybrid training architectures that can develop novelty-aware agents. We also theorized the concepts of novelty and proposed novel training protocols and evaluation metrics for novelty-aware agents [7].

3.2 Algorithms and Architectures: RapidLearn & Cognitive architecture

In developing agent architectures that are novelty-aware and have faster adaptability to open-world scenarios, it is important to focus on information reuse. We developed a framework – RAPid-Learn [5] that integrates symbolic planning with reinforcement learning to adapt to novelty scenarios. The proposed approach utilized reinforcement learning to learn executors that repair the failed plan induced by novelties. These executors are abstracted in the form of options [14] and can be reused to plan again. While learning these executors, our framework also utilized knowledge-guided exploration techniques to perform efficient exploration. We achieved this due to the synergy between the symbolic planning and reinforcement learning systems. Our results, compared with the adapted existing techniques (transfer learning), improved multiple orders of magnitude in learning efficiency. We have also developed a cognitive architecture that merges symbolic planning and counterfactual reasoning with the principles of reinforcement learning and advanced computer vision methods. This architecture aims at efficient novelty detection and adaptation. The novel neurosymbolic cognitive architecture we proposed is complemented by general algorithms designed for handling novelty and performing explorations. These explorations utilize inference and reasoning methods, incorporating machine learning techniques like Behavior Cloning (BC), cyclic Generative Adversarial Networks (Cycle-GANs), and reinforcement learning.

4 FUTURE DIRECTIONS

The goal of the research is to move beyond closed-world assumptions in AI and develop novelty-aware agents that can act in the real world. In my existing works, we created testbeds and developed frameworks that are still limited to grid worlds and simulated environments such as games. I aim to delve deeper into developing frameworks that can be applicable to robotic systems. To that end, I have identified three important things: (1) Considering the robots’ huge state and action spaces, developing methods to explore faster and learn better policies is important. (2) How can we learn perception models from raw data to aid neurosymbolic architectures for novelty handling? (3) How can we utilize human-guided hints in learning efficient policies for novelty handling?

4.1 Novelty adaptation in robotic systems

I aim to build algorithms that can perform open-world novelty adaptation in robotic systems. However, the problem becomes harder as the state space and the action space become continuous, and the domain becomes stochastic in nature. In my previous works, I have assumed discrete action spaces and deterministic domains. Moreover, in robotic systems, another aspect is the safety constraints. To enable research in this direction, we have developed robotic simulation environments that feature robots such as locobot, and UR5 arms and have built long-horizon tasks and test-beds in which novelties can induce action execution failures for the robot. My aim is to use symbolic inferences and Bayesian techniques to learn executors in constrained and efficient manner to adapt to novelties that occur in these environments.

4.2 Perception models for open-world learning

Modern AI systems’ state representations are either handcrafted through humans or subject experts or due to advanced deep learning methods; the state is represented as raw sensor inputs (primarily using images). However, to design a system capable of novelty (sudden changes in agent’s knowledge) handling, It is important to learn perception models automatically through learning. In this work, we propose a neurosymbolic framework that takes input as an image and performs symbolic inference and knowledge-guided reasoning to aid in learning a perception model.

4.3 Constrained based representations and human-guided learning

In this direction, I am focusing on a neurosymbolic approach that leverages provided hints—expressed as logical constraints to inform and adapt agents’ decision-making processes at test times. By incorporating these hints into a RL framework, the agent can adapt to novelties, enhancing its performance efficiently. The approach aims to integrate symbolic reasoning with reinforcement learning, allowing for an efficient policy adaptation in response to new environmental situations. The logical constraints constrain the state space, directing the policy towards favorable actions while maintaining adaptability. The eventual goal of such frameworks is to incorporate human-guided learning into the robotic systems, as we believe that a human can enhance learning efficiency, especially in novelty-induced scenarios.

5 CONCLUSION

The primary objective of my research is to enhance the capabilities of AI agents and robots, enabling them to be effective in real-world environments. My approach centers on developing methods that are not only safe and reliable but also sample-efficient. I am particularly focused on hybrid methodologies, as I believe that integrating diverse AI techniques can enable efficient learning, improve knowledge reuse, and yield solutions that are directly applicable to real-world AI challenges.
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